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INTRODUCTION 

 

Thorium dioxide is a ceramic oxide that finds application as a blanket material in Fast Breeder Reactors. 

The solid solutions ThO2–PuO2 and ThO2–UO2 are candidate fuel materials for the advanced heavy water reactors 

(AHWR). These applications call for thoria containing compacts with densities in excess of 96% theoretical density 

(TD). Conventional processes employ high temperatures (>1900K) to obtain such high density compacts which is 

energy and cost intensive. For example, thorium dioxide is obtained from an aqueous solution of thorium nitrate by 

precipitation as oxalate, hydroxide, peroxide, carbonate or oxycarbonate.  The process flow sheets for most of these 

use very high temperatures for sintering.  Studies are being carried out to develop energy and cost efficient methods.  

Thoria powders obtained by thorium oxalate precipitation [1] have been reported to yield sintered compacts 

that are less prone to defects [2]. However, complete removal of moisture poses a difficulty. Adsorption studies 

carried out by Holmes et al. [3] indicate that thorium dioxide prepared from thorium oxalate calcined at 1273K still 

possess water adsorbed irreversibly. The presence of water leads to the formation of strong agglomerates which 

influences the sinterability of ceramic powders (oxides) and thereby the density of the compacts obtained. It has 

been established that the effective removal of the residual moisture present in the precursor helps in reducing the 

strength of the agglomerates in the final product. It has also been reported that washing with propanol improves the 

compressibility of the agglomerates [4]. Studies by Chandramouli [5] indicate that ethanol washing of thorium 

oxalate precipitates results in more uniform grains and better sinterability. Ananthasivan et al. [6] suggested a 

deagglomeration by ultrasonication to obtain highly sinteractive thoria.  

The use of microwaves has been explored for the synthesis and sintering of thoria ceramics [7]. Microwave 

heating increases the heating efficiency by concentrating the heating process within the material and also transfers 

heat homogeneously on a molecular scale throughout the bulk.  

Freeze-drying or lyophilization is an effective way of drying materials without harming the basic structure. 

It makes use of the physical phenomenon of sublimation, which involves the direct transition between the solid state 

and the gaseous state without passing through the liquid phase. Freeze drying is a process in which water is removed 

from a product after it is frozen and placed under a vacuum, allowing the ice to change directly from solid. Burke 

had used freeze drying of an aqueous solution of thorium nitrate to produce sinterable, free-flowing thoria powder 

[8].  

The present work is an attempt to study and compare the effect of freeze drying, microwave drying of the 

oxalate precipitate on the sinterability of thoria powder. Deagglomeration of the oxalate precipitate was also carried 

out for comparison with the two. 

 

Experimental 

 

Thoria powders were synthesized by precipitation of thorium oxalate from an aqueous solution of the 

nitrate both by direct strike and reverse strike. The precipitate was freeze dried at a temperature of 200 K and 5 

mTorr (6.7 × 10
-3

 mbar) pressure and the sublimed ice removed by a rotary vacuum pump. Microwave drying was 

carried out in a kitchen microwave oven for 30 minutes. Deagglomeration was carried out by dispersing the 

precipitate in ethanol in an ultrasonic agitator. The moisture content of the oxalate precipitate was determined for 

freeze dried, microwave dried and deagglomerated precipitates using a moisture balance. 

The dried precipitate was taken in an aluminium plate and heated in the moisture balance at 423K. The loss 

in weight of the precipitate gives the moisture content in the precipitate. The thoria powders obtained were 

characterized for residual carbon, x-ray crystallite size, specific surface area, bulk density and particle size 

distribution. The powders were compacted into pellets at pressures of 200 MPa and sintered at 1773K for 4h. 
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Sinterability of the powders was studied by comparing the densities of the sintered pellets. Densities as high as 96% 

TD could be obtained.  

      

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The thoria powders obtained by reverse strike yields powders that have smaller particle size and are more 

free flowing than those obtained by direct strike. The microwave dried powders were found to have a smaller 

aggregate size and larger specific surface area than that obtained for ultrasonicated powders. The freeze dried 

powders were found to retain less moisture than microwave dried and ultrasonicated powders (Table 1). All the 

powders after calcination are observed to be nanocrystalline with x-ray crystallite sizes in the range 18-55 nm. A 

typical XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 1. The well defined, narrow and sharp peaks indicate a larger crystallite size 

and low strain. 

A comparison of the sinterability of the thoria powders is given in Table 2. Preliminary results indicate 

there is no significant difference in densities of compacts of powders obtained by all the three methods. However, 

the freeze dried powders showed marginally higher densities. 

 

Table 1 Moisture content of oxalate powders 

PRECIPITATION 

SEQUENCE 

MOISTURE CONTENT (% wt) 

Freeze 

Dried 

Microwave 

dried 
Ultrasonicated 

Direct Strike 

 

Reverse Strike 

1.40 

 

2.65 

4.05 

 

6.44 

2.06 

 

4.97 

    

 Table 2 Sinterability of Thoria powders 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The sequence of addition of the reagents to precipitate thorium oxalate influences the crystallite size and 

the sintered densities of the compacts. Freeze drying is a time consuming process, however, the powder obtained by 

freeze drying is more sinteractive as compared to ultrasonicated powder. Preliminary studies indicate that 

microwave drying is a faster and efficient process and yields powders that can be sintered to > 95% of theoretical 

density. Microscopic examination of the powder morphology is necessary to confirm the powder quality such as 

texture. 
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PRECIPITATION 

SEQUENCE 

SINTERED DENSITY (% TD) 

Freeze 

Dried 

Microwave 

Dried 

Ultrasonicated 

Direct Strike 

 

Reverse strike 

96.30 

 

95.26 

92.66 

 

93.86 

96.04 

 

94.26 
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Fig1. XRD pattern of Microwave dried ThO2  


